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VOLUMES OF CONVEX LATTICE POLYTOPES AND
A QUESTION OF V. I. ARNOLD
IMRE BA´RA´NY AND LIPING YUAN
Abstract. We show by a direct construction that there are at
least exp{cV (d−1)/(d+1)} convex lattice polytopes in Rd of volume
V that are different in the sense that none of them can be carried
to an other one by a lattice preserving affine transformation. This
is achieved by considering the family Pd(r) (to be defined in the
text) of convex lattice polytopes whose volumes are between 0 and
rd/d!. Namely we prove that for P ∈ Pd(r), d!vol P takes all
possible integer values between crd−1 and rd where c > 0 is a
constant depending only on d.
1. Introduction and main result
Let e1, . . . , ed be the standard basis of R
d, d ≥ 2 and for r ∈ N define
A(r) = conv{re1, . . . , red} and S(r) = conv{A(r) ∪ {0}}.
We will write Ad(r) and Sd(r) in case of need. We further define a
family P(r) = Pd(r) as the collection of all convex lattice polytopes P
with A(r) ⊂ P ⊂ S(r). As is well known, v(P ) = d!vol P is an integer
for P ∈ P(r), and 0 ≤ v(P ) ≤ rd since A(r) and S(r) belong to the
family P(r). It is also clear that if v(P ) 6= 0, then it is at least rd−1
since P ∈ P(r) with v(P ) > 0 contains d-dimensional simplex whose
base is A(r).
The question addressed in this paper concerns the set of values of
{v(P ) : P ∈ Pd(r)}. It has emerged in connection with a problem of
V. I. Arnold [1] (see also [2]) as we will explain soon. Our main result
is
Theorem 1.1. Given d ≥ 2 there is a number c = cd > 0 such that for
all integers v ∈ [crd−1, rd] there is a polytope P ∈ Pd(r) with v(P ) = v.
We will prove this result in a more precise form in Section 3. The
case d = 2 is simple: it is easy to see that {v(P ) : P ∈ P2(r)} =
{0, r, r+1, . . . , r2}. We will show in Section 6 that there are other gaps
besides (0, rd−1) in the set {v(P ) : P ∈ Pd(r)} when d ≥ 3.
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2. Arnold’s question
Two convex lattice polytopes are equivalent if one can be carried
to the other by a lattice preserving affine transformation. This is an
equivalence relation and equivalent polytopes have the same volume.
Let Nd(V ) denote the number of equivalence classes of convex lattice
polytopes in Rd of volume V . (Of course, d!V is a positive integer.)
Arnold [1] showed that
V 1/3 ≪ logN2(V )≪ V
1/3 log V.
After earlier results by Konyagin and Sevastyanov [6], the upper bound
was improved and extended to higher dimensions to
logNd(V )≪ V
(d−1)/(d+1)
by Ba´ra´ny and Pach [4] (for d = 2) and by Ba´ra´ny and Vershik [5] (for
d ≥ 2). The lower bound logNd(V ) ≫ V
(d−1)/(d+1) for all d ≥ 2 has
recently been proved in [2]. More information about Arnold’s question
can be found in Arnold [1], Ba´ra´ny [2], and Zong [8] and Liu, Zong [7].
We obtain the same lower bound as a direct and fairly simple appli-
cation of Theorem 1.1:
Corollary 2.1. V (d−1)/(d+1) ≪ logNd(V ).
Some remarks are in place here about notation and terminology. A
convex polytope P ⊂ Rd is a lattice polytope if its vertex set, vert P is
a subset of Zd, the integer lattice. The number of vertices of a polytope
P is denoted by f0(P ). Throughout the paper we use, together with
the usual “little oh” and “big Oh” notation, the convenient ≪ symbol,
which means, for functions f, g : R+ → R, that f(V ) ≪ g(V ) if there
are constants V0 > 0 and c > 0 such that f(V ) ≤ cg(V ) for all V > V0.
These constants, to be denoted by c, c1, . . . , b, b1 . . . may only depend
on dimension. The Euclidean norm of the vector x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d
is ‖x‖ =
√
x21 + · · ·+ x
2
d. B
d denotes the Euclidean unit ball of Rd,
and vol Bd = ωd. We write [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The paper is organized as follows. The main result is proved in
the next section. The integer convex hull and some of its properties
are given in Section 4. The proof of Corollary 2.1 is the content of
Section 5. Then we describe further gaps in {v(P ) : P ∈ Pr(r)} when
d ≥ 3. We finish with concluding remarks.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
As we have mentioned, {v(P ) : P ∈ P2(r)} = {0, r, r + 1, . . . , r2}.
We assume from now on that d ≥ 3. Here comes the more precise
version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. Assume d ≥ 3 and r > r0 = 2
dd!. Then for every
non-negative integer m ≤ (r− 2dd!)d there is a P ∈ Pd(r) with v(P ) =
rd −m.
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This result implies Theorem 1.1 for r > r0 with c = 2
dd! for instance.
For r ≤ r0 the theorem holds by choosing the constant c large enough.
It will be more convenient to work with
m(P ) = d!vol (Sd(r) \ P )
which we call the missed volume of P ∈ Pd(r). (It would be more
appropriate to call it missed volume times d! though.) With this no-
tation Theorem 3.1 says that the set {m(P ) : P ∈ Pd(r)}, that is, the
set of missed volumes, contains all integers between 0 and (r − 2dd!)d
provided r > r0.
The proof is based on the following
Lemma 3.1. Assume d ≥ 2 and let g(x) = (2x)d and m ∈ N. Then
there are integers x0 ≥ x1 ≥ . . . ≥ xd−1 ≥ 0 and an integer md ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 2dd!} such that
m = g(x0) + g
′(x1) + g
′′(x2) + . . .+ g
(d−1)(xd−1) +md.
Proof. We give an algorithm that outputs the numbers x0, . . . , xd−1
and m0 = m,m1, . . . , md.
Start with m0 = m and let x0 be the unique non-negative integer
with g(x0) ≤ m0 < g(x0 + 1). If mi−1 and xi−1 have been defined
then set mi = mi−1−g
(i−1)(xi−1) and let xi be the unique non-negative
integer with g(xi) ≤ mi < g(xi + 1). We stop with md−1 and xd−1 and
define md = md−1 − g
(d−1)(xd−1).
We claim that xi ≤ xi−1. Note first that by construction and by the
intermediate value theorem
mi = mi−1 − g
(i−1)(xi−1) < g
(i−1)(xi−1 + 1)− g
(i−1)(xi−1)
= g(i)(ξ) ≤ g(i)(xi−1 + 1),
where ξ ∈ [xi−1, xi−1+1], and we also used that g
(i)(x) is increasing for
x ≥ 0. So if, contrary to the claim, we had xi > xi−1, then xi−1+1 ≤ xi.
As g(i)(x) is increasing we have
mi < g
(i)(xi−1 + 1) ≤ g
(i)(xi) ≤ mi,
a contradiction.
The same method gives that md ≤ 2
dd!:
md = md−1 − g
(d−1)(xd−1) < g
(d−1)(xd−1 + 1)− g
(d−1)(xd−1)
= g(d)(ξ) = 2dd!,
for all x. The proof is finished by adding the defining equalities mi =
mi−1 − g
(i−1)(xi−1) for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. 
Remark. The same method works for every polynomial g of degree
d such that g(i)(x) > 0 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , d and x > 0.
We return now to the proof of Theorem 3.1. So given r > r0 andm ∈
{0, 1, . . . , (r−2dd!)d} we are going to construct P ∈ P(r) with m(P ) =
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m. This is easy if m ≤ r: the simplex ∆ with vertices me1, e2, . . . , ed
has v(∆) = m so the missed volume of the closure of S(r) \∆, which
is a lattice polytope, is m. So assume m > r.
Apply Lemma 3.1 withm which is at most (r−2dd!)d, to get numbers
x0, . . . , xd−1 and md. Note that 2x0 ≤ r − 2
dd! and also x0 ≥ 2 as
m > r ≥ r0 = 2
dd!. Next we are going to define simplices ∆0, . . . ,∆d
that are lattice polytopes contained in Sd(r), are pairwise internally
disjoint, and v(∆i) = g
(i)(xi) for i = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 and v(∆d) = md.
We set e∗i = 2x0ei and define ∆0 = conv{e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
d}, a non-degenerate
simplex because x0 ≥ 2. Clearly, v(∆0) = 2
dxd0 = g(x0) and ∆0 ⊂ S(r).
Next, for i ∈ [d], we let ∆i be the convex hull of vectors
e∗i , e
∗
i + 2
dd(d− 1) . . . (d− i+ 1)ei and
e∗i + (ej − ei) (j < i) and e
∗
i + xi(ej − ei) (j > i),
this is a simplex whose vertices are lattice points in S(r), as one can
check easily. Its edges starting from vertex e∗i are the vectors ej − ei
for j < i, 2dd(d− 1) . . . (d − i + 1)ei, and xi(ej − ei) for j > i. As the
vectors e1− ei, . . . , ei−1− ei, ei, ei+1− ei, . . . , ed− ei form a basis of the
lattice Zd,
v(∆i) = 2
dd(d− 1) . . . (d− i+ 1)x
(d−i)
i = g
(i)(xi).
Note that ∆i may be degenerate (exactly when xi = 0) but only for
i > 0.
These simplices are internally disjoint. Indeed, ∆0 lies on one side of
the hyperplane aff {e∗1, . . . , e
∗
d} and all other simplices are on the other
side. Further, as 2x0 ≤ r − 2
dd! and xi ≤ x0, every ∆i with i > 0 is
contained in the simplex whose vertices are e∗i , e
∗
i +2
dd!ei and
1
2
(e∗i +e
∗
j )
for j 6= i, and these larger simplices are internally disjoint.
We check next that the closure of S(r) \
⋃d
0 ∆i is a lattice polytope
P in P(r). Write X0 for the set of vertices of ∆0 except 0, and Xi
for the set of vertices of ∆i except e
∗
i . Let Y be the set of vertices of
A(r). P is obtained from S(r) by deleting ∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆d in this order.
Deleting ∆0 results in P0 = conv(Y ∪ X0) ∈ P(r). Deleting ∆1 from
P0 gives P1 = conv(Y ∪X0 ∪X1) ∈ P(r). Similarly, deleting ∆i from
Pi−1 results in a convex lattice polytope Pi ∈ P(r) whose vertices are
(Y ∪
⋃i
0Xi). This works even if ∆i is degenerate; then Pi = Pi−1.
Finally we have P = Pd ∈ P(r) and the missed volume of P is
m(P ) =
d∑
0
v(∆i) =
d−1∑
0
g(i)(xi − 1) +md = m.
This finishes the construction and gives a polytope P ∈ P(r) with
m(P ) = m if r ≥ r0. 
Remark. The same construction with minor modification works for
all m ≤ (r − 2dd)d and r ≥ r0 = 2
dd.
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4. The integer convex hull
Suppose K ⊂ Rd is a bounded convex set. Its integer convex hull,
I(K), is defined as
I(K) = conv(K ∩ Zd),
which is a convex lattice polytope if nonempty.
To avoid some trivial complications we assume that r is large enough,
r ≥ rd say. One important ingredient of our construction is
Qr = I(rB
d) = conv(Zd ∩ rBd).
Trivially vol Qr ≤ ωdr
d. It is proved in Ba´ra´ny and Larman in [3] that
vol (rBd \Qr)≪ r
d d−1
d+1 . The last exponent will appear so often that we
write D = dd−1
d+1
. The number of vertices of Qr is estimated in [3] as
rD ≪ f0(Qr)≪ r
D.
The vertices of Qr are very close to the boundary of rB
d. More
precisely, we have the following estimate which is also used in [3].
Lemma 4.1. If x is a vertex of Qr, then r − ‖x‖ ≪ r
−(d−1)/(d+1).
Proof. The set rBd ∩ (2x − rBd) is convex and centrally sym-
metric with center x ∈ Zd. It does not contain any lattice point
z 6= x: if it does, then both z and 2x − z are lattice points in rBd
and x = 1
2
(z + (2x− z)) is not a vertex of Qr. By Minkowksi’s classi-
cal theorem, vol (rBd ∩ (2x− rBd)) < 2d. The estimate in the lemma
follows from this by a simple computation. 
We let Rd+ denote the set of x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d with xi ≥ 0
for every i ∈ [d]. In the proof of Corollary 2.1 we will consider Qr =
Qr ∩ R
d
+. It is clear that Q
r = I(rBd ∩ Rd+) and further, that
vol
(
(rBd ∩ Rd+) \Q
r
)
≪ rD.
Let X be the set of those vertices x = (x1, . . . , xd) of Q
r for which
xi > 0 for all i ∈ [d]. We claim that
rD ≪ |X| ≪ rD
Only the lower bound needs some explanation. The number of vertices
of Qr with xi = 0 for some i ∈ [d] is less than d times the number of
vertices of Qd−1r which is of order r
(d−1)(d−2)/d = o(rD). Then |X| ≥
2−d
(
(f0(Qr)− o(r
D)
)
, so indeed rD ≪ |X|.
Lemma 4.1 says that ‖x‖ ≥ r− b1r
−(d−1)/(d+1) where b1 > 0 depends
only on d. Define r0 = r − b1r
−(d−1)/(d+1), so X lies in the annulus
rBd \ r0B
d. Consequently all lattice points in r0B
d ∩Rd+ are contained
in Qr \X and so I(r0B
d ∩Rd+) ⊂ I(Q
r \X). The result from [3] cited
above applies to I(r0B
d ∩ Rd+) and gives that
vol
(
(r0B
d ∩ Rd+) \ I(r0B
d ∩ Rd+)
)
≪ rD0 ≪ r
D
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as r0 < r. This implies that with a suitable constant b > 0
2−dωdr
d − brD ≤ vol I(Qr \X) ≤ 2−dωdr
d.
After these preparation we are ready for the proof of Corollary 2.1.
5. Proof of Corollary 2.1
Given a (large enough) number V with d!V ∈ N we are going to
construct many non-equivalent convex lattice polytopes whose volume
equals V . As a first step, we define r via the equation
V = 2−dωdr − br
D.
Consider Qr from the previous section. For Z ⊂ X we define Q(Z) =
I(Qr \ Z), Q(Z) is a convex lattice polytope, it contains Q(X). So
V ≤ vol Q(X) ≤ vol Q(Z) ≤ 2−dωdr
d. Set m(Z) = vol Q(Z) − V .
Then
m(Z) = vol Q(Z)− V ≤ 2−dωdr
d − V = brD.
Since rD ≪ |X|, the number of polytopesQ(Z) is 2|X| ≥ exp{b2r
D} =
exp{b3V
(d−1)/(d+1)} with suitable positive constants b2, b3. This is what
we need in Corollary 2.1. But the volumes of the Q(Z) are larger than
V . So we are going to cut off volume vol Q(Z) − V = m(Z)/d! from
Q(Z) so that what is left is a lattice polytope of volume exactly V . We
will do so using Theorem 1.1 or rather Theorem 3.1 the following way.
Set ρ = ⌊r/10⌋ ∈ N and assume rd is so large that ρ > r0 = 2
dd!.
Consider A(ρ), S(ρ) and P(ρ) from Section 1. Theorem 3.1 says that
given if m = d!m(Z) ≤ (ρ− 2dd!)d, there is a polytope P = P (Z) ∈ P
with m(P ) = m. Then
P ∗(Z) = [Q(Z) \ S(r)] ∪ P (Z) = Q(Z) \ [S(r) \ P (Z)]
is a convex lattice polytope, and its volume is exactly V .
Now we have exp{bV (d−1)/(d+1)} convex lattice polytopes P ∗(Z), each
of volume V . We claim that any one of them is equivalent to at most
d! other P ∗(W ). This will clearly finish that proof of logNd(V ) ≫
V (d−1)/(d+1).
To prove this note first that P ∗(Z) has a long edge on the segment
[0, rei] for all i ∈ [d]. This edge is of the form Ei = Ei(Z) = [αiei, ⌊r⌋ei]
and αi ≤ ρ ≤ r/10. It is quite easy to check (we omit the details) that
P ∗(Z) has exactly these d edges whose length is larger than 0.9r. So
if P ∗(Z) and P ∗(W ) are equivalent, then the lattice preserving affine
transformation T that carries P ∗(Z) to P ∗(W ), has to map each Ei(Z)
to a uniquely determined Ej(W ). As the lines containing Ei(Z) all pass
through the origin, T (0) = 0 and so T is a linear map. Thus T permutes
the axes and is lattice preserving. Then it has to permute the vectors
e1, . . . , ed. There are d! such transformations. Consequently, P
∗(Z) is
equivalent with at most d! other polytopes of the form P ∗(W ). 
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Remark. The above construction can be modified so that all P ∗(Z)
are non-equivalent. Namely, set t = ⌊r⌋ and replace Z ⊂ X by
Z0 = Z ∪
d⋃
1
{tei, (t− 1)ei, . . . , (t− i+ 1)ei}.
Set Q(Z0) = I(Qr \ Z0) and P ∗(Z0) = [Q(Z0) \ S(r)] ∪ P (Z0) where
P (Z0) ∈ P(ρ) is again chosen so that vol P ∗(Z0) = V . The long edges
of P ∗(Z0) are almost the same Ei(Z) except that this time each carries
a ‘marker’, namely the last i lattice points are missing from Ei(Z). So
if P ∗(Z0) and P ∗(W 0) are equivalent, then the corresponding lattice
preserving affine transformation has to be the identity.
6. Gaps in v(P)
Let Ak = {(x1, x2, · · · , xd) : x1 + x2 + · · ·xd = k, xi ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · ,
k}, i ∈ [d]}, where k = 0, 1, · · · , r. For any P ∈ P(r), if P ∩Ar−2 6= ∅,
then clearly v(P ) ≥ 2rd−1. Now suppose that P ∩ Ar−2 = ∅ but
P ∩ Ar−1 6= ∅. Assume that P = conv{A(r) ∪ B}, where B ⊂ Ar−1,
B = {b1, b2, · · · , bt}, bi = (b
i
1, b
i
2, · · · , b
i
d), b
i
j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , r−1} for all
i ∈ [t] and j ∈ [d]. For any bi, bk ∈ B, let qik = max{|b
i
j − b
k
j | : j ∈ [d]}
and q = max{qik : bi, bk ∈ B}.
Theorem 6.1. For any d ≥ 3 and P ∈ P(r), v(P ) /∈ [rd−1 + 1, rd−1 +
rd−2 − 1].
Proof. If |B| = 1, then P is actually a d-dimensional simplex with base
A(r), which means that v(P ) = rd−1.
If |B| = 2, then suppose that B = {b1, b2}. In this case q = q12 =
max{|b1j − b
2
j | : j ∈ [d]} and q ≥ 1 as b1 6= b2. Thus we may assume
without loss of generality, that b1d − b
2
d = q ≥ 1. Let P1 = conv{A(r) ∪
{b1}}, P2 = conv {re1, re2, · · · , red−1, b1, b2}. Since b
1
d 6= b
2
d, P2 is a d-
dimensional simplex. It is easy to check that P1 and P2 are internally
disjoint which implies v(P ) = v(P1) + v(P2). Clearly, v(P1) = r
d−1.
Furthermore, we have
v(P2) =
∣∣∣∣det
(
1 . . . 1 1 1
re1 . . . red−1 b1 b2
)∣∣∣∣ = |b1d − b2d|rd−2,
which means that v(P ) = rd−1 + qrd−2 ≥ rd−1 + rd−2. Clearly v(P ) ≥
rd−1 + rd−2 still holds for any P ∈ P(r) satisfying |B| ≥ 3. The proof
is complete. 
Now we consider the special case when d = 3. Define a graph G =
(V (G), E(G)) such that V (G) = Ar−1, E(G) = {bibk : |b
i
1 − b
k
1 |+ |b
i
2 −
bk2|+ |b
i
3− b
k
3 | = 2}. Clearly G is a triangular grid graph with boundary
conv{(r−1)e1, (r−1)e2}∪conv{(r−1)e1, (r−1)e3}∪conv{(r−1)e2, (r−
1)e3}. Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that for bi, bk ∈ Ar−1,
bibk ∈ E(G) if and only if qik = 1.
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For any bi, bk ∈ V (G), let lbibk denote the line determined by bi, bk. In
the hyperplane determined by Ar−1, let H
+
ik denote the open halfplane
bounded by lbibk such that |H
+
ik ∩ {(r − 1)e1, (r − 1)e2, (r − 1)e3}| = 2
and H−ik the open halfplane bounded by lbibk satisfying |H
−
ik ∩ {(r −
1)e1, (r − 1)e2, (r − 1)e3}| = 1. Furthermore, let dG(bi, bk) denote the
graphic distance between bi and bk, i.e., the length of the shortest
paths between bi and bk. Clearly, dG(bi, bk) = qik. For any bi ∈ Ar−1,
let Dbi(s) = {bk : bk ∈ Ar−1, dG(bi, bk) ≤ s}.
Theorem 6.2. If d = 3, then for any P ∈ P(r), v(P ) /∈ [r2 + r +
2, r2 + 2r − 1].
Proof. If |B| = 1, clearly v(P ) = r2. If |B| = 2, then by the proof
of Theorem 6.1 we know that v(P ) ∈ {r2 + kr : k = 1, 2, · · · , r − 1}.
Now suppose that |B| = t (t ≥ 3) and B = {b1, b2, · · · , bt}, where
bi = (b
i
1, b
i
2, b
i
3), b
i
j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , r − 1} for all i ∈ [t] and j ∈ [3].
If q ≥ 2, assume without loss of generality that q12 = q ≥ 2, then we
have v(P ) ≥ v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2}}) = r
2 + qr ≥ r2 + 2r.
Now suppose that q = 1. Then any two points in B are adjacent
in G, which forces t = 3 and convB is a 2-dimensional simplex homo-
thetic to A(r). Furthermore, convB = θB +
λB
r
A(r), where λB = ±1.
Suppose without loss of generality that lb1b2 ‖ lre1,re2 and the vectors−−→
b1b2 and
−−−−→re1, re2 have the same direction. If b3 ∈ H
−
12, then λB = 1 and
v(P ) = v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2}}) +v(conv{re3, b1, b2, b3}) = r
2 + r + 1.
If b3 ∈ H
+
12, then λB = −1 and v(P ) = v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2}})
+v(conv{re1, re2, b1, b3}) +v(conv{re2, b1, b2, b3}) = (r
2 + r) + r + 1 =
r2 + 2r + 1.
Combining the above discussions we see that there is no v(P ) of
P ∈ P(r) lying in the interval [r2 + r+ 2, r2+ 2r− 1], and the proof is
complete. 
Theorem 6.3. If d = 3 and r ≥ 6, then for any P ∈ P(r), v(P ) /∈
[r2 + 2r + 5, r2 + 3r − 1].
Proof. Now still suppose that |B| = t and B = {b1, b2, · · · , bt}, where
bi = (b
i
1, b
i
2, b
i
3), b
i
j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , r − 1} for all i ∈ [t] and j ∈ [3].
If q ≥ 3, say, q12 = q ≥ 3, then v(P ) ≥ v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2})
= r2 + qr ≥ r2 + 3r.
If q ≤ 2, then combining the proof of Theorem 6.2, we only need to
consider the cases when B satisfies t ≥ 3 and q = 2.
Case 1. ∃ bi, bk ∈ B such that qik = 2, lbibk is parallel to one side of
A(r − 1).
Assume without loss of generality that b1, b2 ∈ B such that q12 = 2,
lb1b2 ‖ l(r−1)e1,(r−1)e2 ‖ lre1,re2 and the vectors
−−→
b1b2 and
−−−−→re1, re2 have the
same direction. Since q = 2, B ⊂ Db1(2)∩Db2(2) = {b1, b2, c0, c1, c2, c3,
c4, c5, c6}, as shown in Figure 1 (a), where c0 ∈ lb1b2 , {c1, c2, c3} ⊂
H+12 and {c4, c5, c6} ⊂ H
−
12. Clearly, v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c1}}) =
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(a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.
Figure 1. t ≥ 3, q = 2.
v(conv{A(r)∪{b1, b2}}) +v(conv{b1, c1, re1, re2}) +v(conv{b1, c1, b2, re2})
= (r2+2r)+ r+2 = r2+3r+2. Similarly, v(conv{A(r)∪{b1, b2, c2}})
= r2 + 3r + 2. As a result, if B ∩H+12 6= ∅, then v(P ) ≥ r
2 + 3r + 2. If
B ∩H+12 = ∅, then all the possible values of v(P ) are:
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c0}}) = r
2 + 2r;
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c4}}) = r
2 + 2r + 2;
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c5}}) = r
2 + 2r + 2;
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c4, c5}}) = r
2 + 2r + 3;
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c6}}) = r
2 + 2r + 4.
Case 2. Otherwise, suppose b1, b2 ∈ B such that lb1b2 ⊥ l(r−1)e1,(r−1)e2 .
Then we have B ⊂ {b1, b2, c1, c2, c3, c4} and B contains at most two
adjacent points among {c1, c2, c3, c4}, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Clearly,
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c2}}) = v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2}) +v(conv{b1, b2,
c2, re1}) = r
2 + 2r + 1. Similarly, v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c3}}) = r
2 +
2r + 1. Furthermore, v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c1}}) = v(conv{A(r) ∪
{b1, b2, c1, c2}}) = v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b2, c1}) +v(conv{b1, b2, re2, re3})+
v(conv{b1, b2, c1, re3}) = (r
2 + 2r) + r + 3 = r2 + 3r + 3. Similarly,
v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c4}}) = v(conv{A(r) ∪ {b1, b2, c3, c4}}) = r
2 +
3r+3. Finally, v(conv{A(r)∪{b1, b2, c2, c3}}) = v(conv{A(r)∪{b1, b2})
+v(conv{b1, b2, c2, re1}) +v(conv{b1, b2, c3, re2}) = r
2 + 2r + 2.
Combining all the discussions above, we have the following facts:
if |B| = 1, then v(P ) = r2;
if |B| = 2, then v(P ) ∈ {r2 + kr : k = 1, 2, · · · , r − 1};
if |B| ≥ 3 and q = 1, then v(P ) ∈ {r2 + r + 1, r2 + 2r + 1};
if |B| ≥ 3 and q = 2, then either v(P ) ∈ [r2 + 2r, r2 + 2r + 4] or
v(P ) ≥ r2 + 3r;
if |B| ≥ 3 and q ≥ 3, then v(P ) ≥ r2 + 3r.
If r ≥ 6, then (r2 +3r− 1)− (r2+2r+5) = r− 6 ≥ 0, which means
that [r2+2r+5, r2+3r−1] is nonempty. Clearly there is no P ∈ P(r)
satisfying v(P ) ∈ [r2 + 2r + 5, r2 + 3r− 1]. The proof is complete. 
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Corollary 6.1. For every v ∈ [r2 + 2r, r2 + 2r + 4], there exists a
P ∈ P(r) such that v(P ) = v.
7. Concluding remarks
We mention further that, as Arnold [1] suggests, the paraboloid
Dr = {x ∈ R
d
+ : x
2
1 + · · ·+ x
2
d−1 ≤ xd ≤ r
2}
can be used to give the lower bound in Corollary 2.1 as the following
proof, or rather sketch of a proof, shows. Given V > 0 with d!v ∈ N we
are going to construct many non-equivalent convex lattice polytopes of
volume V .
The integer convex hull I(Dr) of Dr has a vertex corresponding to
each lattice point z = (z1, . . . , zd−1, 0) ∈ rB
d ∩ Rd+, namely the point
z + ‖z‖2ed. Denoting this set of vertices by X we have r
d−1 ≪ |X| ≪
rd−1. Also, vol I(Dr) is of order r
d+1, and
vol I(Dr)− vol I(Dr \X)≪ r
d−1
as one can check easily.
Define r by V = vol I(Dr\X) and note that V ≫ r
d+1 ≫ |X|(d+1)/(d−1).
For Z ⊂ X consider the polytopes D(Z) = I(Dr \ Z). This is 2
|X| ≥
exp{c1V
(d−1)/(d+1)} convex lattice polytopes, each having volume be-
tween V and V +c2r
d−1 (where c1, c2 > 0 are constants depending only
on d).
At the vertex (0, . . . , 0, ⌊r2⌋) of D(Z) one can place a congruent copy
of S(ρ); here one chooses ρ ∈ N to be of order r(d−1)/d. We denote this
copy by S(ρ) as well. Given Z ⊂ X set m = m(Z) = d!(vol D(Z)−V ).
Theorem 3.1 implies the existence of P (Z) ∈ S(ρ) with m(P (Z)) =
m(Z). We define
D∗(Z) = [D(Z) \ S(ρ)] ∪ P (Z),
which is a convex lattice polytope and vol D∗(Z) = V . One shows
again that the number of D∗(W )s equivalent to a fixed D∗(Z) is at
most d!. We leave the details to the interested reader.
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